Kronos Customers Share Their Reviews
What do users on TrustRadius think of Kronos Workforce Ready?

This review source for software solutions includes objective feedback from Kronos® customers. You can check out numerous reviews at TrustRadius.com.

In the meantime, you can get an overview of what our customers are saying on TrustRadius about Kronos solutions on the topics of implementation, usability, employee engagement, reporting, and compliance. Read on to see a sampling of Kronos customer reviews.

Key Topics

» **EFFICIENCY**
Kronos helps to maximize employee efforts.

» **REPORTING**
Improvement with reporting data within Kronos.

» **EASE OF USE**
Streamlines tasks with a simplified user interface.

» **COMPLIANCE**
Be sure data meet acceptable standards.

» **KRONOS AWARDS**
Kronos recognition as a vendor.

Reviewers may have received a nominal incentive for their endorsement.
Kronos is ideal for human resources and business office functions involving large groups of employees. We are able to process payroll, approve timesheets, approve time-off requests, and submit all employee-related information all in one spot.

The daily schedules are easy to use, printable, and show which individual is working at a given time, for how long, what their tasks are, who they are and increases productivity and organization.

You can manage your projects more effectively, which will allow you to identify lacking or excessive uses of labor or long hours.
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Kronos Workforce Ready has enabled me to not only process payroll more efficiently and accurately but it has also given us the ability to generate reports and do ad-hoc reporting in a more efficient manner with fewer manipulation and only having to pull data from one source versus many sources previously.

**Jason G.** | Finance Administrator

I am happy with the ease of running reports within the payroll platform. We are happy that plugging in a time will generate what employee’s accruals were at that point in time.

**Deborah B** | Benefits Manager

Kronos Payroll Services has automated our payroll withholding reporting so that we no longer have to manually report for federal and state.

**Jason G**
Finance Administrator
Ease of Use

Our employees especially like the Kronos Workforce app because it allows them to view their schedule, request time off, view hours, and request a swap-shift with other employees.

Joseph C. | Retail

Kronos definitely beats out the competition in terms of user-friendly features and simple "it works" functionality.

Clinton V. | Financial Analyst

We tried using several other payroll suites including Paychex and found they were lacking in a number of areas especially in terms of user interface. Our employees literally groan when they remember using these older systems, they absolutely love Kronos in comparison.

Clinton V. | Enterprise
Due to the organizational structure and business requirements, the employees are expected to login/logout at a specific time and take breaks at a particular time. The system helped maintain compliance with the policies and showing inconsistencies.

**HR Manager** 1000-5000 Employees

Kronos Workforce Ready is used by the entire organization across 6 companies and 3300 employees. Kronos Workforce Ready is the HRIS and payroll system. The system has helped us with compliance and report generation.

**HR Executive** Mid-Market

Overall, the system has a good number of fields to initiate job requisitions, capture new hire personal data to meet the requirements if the company was audited.

**HR Manager** 1000-5000 Employees
Kronos Recognition

Hard Work, Dedication, and Customer First

**Gartner Peer Insights: Customers’ Choice 2020**
Kronos received a Gartner Peer Insights Customers’ Choice distinction for Cloud HCM Suites for 1,000+ Employee Enterprises, with an overall average score of 4.4 out of 5 as of 2/5/20. This distinction is entirely based on feedback and ratings from verified end-user professionals who rated providers across key categories including product capabilities, integration and deployment, services and support.

**2020 TrustRadius: Top Rated Vendor Badge for Workforce Ready**
Top Rated awards have driven the industry standard for unbiased recognition of the best B2B technology products. Based entirely on customer feedback, they have never been influenced by analyst opinion or status as a TrustRadius customer. The Kronos Workforce Ready suite earned the Top Rated badge for 2020.

**2019 IT World Awards**
The IT World Awards recognized Kronos with gold awards in two categories. Workforce Dimensions earned the gold standard award for outstanding human capital management solution. AIMEE — the AI engine for managers and employees that provides predictive analytics for better people decisions — also received gold, for new product/service, for SaaS for organizations with 2,500-plus employees.

**AI Breakthrough Awards: Best AI-Based Solution for Workforce Management 2019**
The AI Breakthrough Awards, which recognize the top companies, technologies, and products in the field of artificial intelligence, have named AIMEE 2019’s Best AI-based Solution for Workforce Management.

**2019 TekTonic Award for Innovation in Automation**
HRO Today honored Kronos with a 2019 TekTonic Award for Innovation in Automation for AIMEE, the game-changing AI engine for managers and employees that provides predictive analytics for better people decisions.

**2019 Stevie Awards for Innovation in Customer Service**
The Stevie® Awards recognized Kronos with the top honor in the category of Innovation in Customer Service for the Kronos Community, a fast-growing online community where customers, partners, and product experts across all industries ask questions, share ideas, and provide product insight in real time.

**Glassdoor Best Places to Work; Employees Choice for 2019**
In 2019, for the second consecutive year, Kronos was named a Glassdoor Employees’ Choice Award recognizing the best places to work in 2019.

*The GARTNER PEER INSIGHTS CUSTOMERS’ CHOICE badge is a trademark and service mark of Gartner, Inc., and/or its affiliates, and is used herein with permission. All rights reserved. Gartner Peer Insights Customers’ Choice constitute the subjective opinions of individual end-user reviews, ratings, and data applied against a documented methodology; they neither represent the views of, nor constitute an endorsement by, Gartner or its affiliates.*

**Complete List of Awards and Recognition**